
BEASTMEN (+18 SP) 2 TO 6 

SP SIGNATURES 

+6 Bite Attack: If called for by Maneuver Table result declare bite attack before rolling on the Attack Table.  

 If win on Attack Table roll location counting any leg result as a head result. Will inflict damage as two- 

handed sword. If score Serious Wound will lock on to target. Next turn go directly to Attack Table.  

 If biter wins score damage on same body part. 

 If loses opponent will automatically count Head when rolling for Hit Location.     

+6 Heightened Senses: Will always turn to face any attacks from rear. 

+6 Vicious: +2d6 on Attack Table but only if won on the Maneuver Table. 

 

1d6 
 # 

2d6 
# 

SP Signatures 

6 2 - 4 
+9 Fearless: Immune to Fear. 

 5 - 7 
+9 Nimble: Opponents count a -1 success on the Attack Table.  

 8 - 9 
+9 Slippery:  Opponent counts -1 success when rolling for Damage. 

 10 - 12 
+9 Terrifying: Causes Fear in any character unless fearless or immune to Fear. When a character Fears 

an opponent: 

 -1d6 when rolling on the Maneuver until he has inflicted damage this match. 

 -1d6 when rolling on the Attack until he has inflicted damage this match. 

 -1d6 when rolling on the Net Attack until he has inflicted damage this match. 

5 2 - 4 
+6 Leap: If score 3 or more successes more than their opponent on the Maneuver Table will attempt to 

leap over and behind before going to Attack Table. Roll 1d6 versus Strength. 

 If pass 1d6 land behind opponent and attack to rear. 

 If pass 0d6 count as Attacks Head On instead with no advantage on the Attack Table.  

 "6" is auto failure. 

 5 - 7 
+6 Resolute:  Never count lower than 1 success on the Attack Table. 

 8 - 9 
+6 Stout: When receive any damage that includes a result of knock down roll 1d6 versus Strength.  

 If pass 1d6 then remain standing but take damage. 

 If pass 0d6 then knocked down and take damage. "6" is auto failure. 

 10 - 12 
+6 Strong Willed: Start with 3 Bonus Dice more than normal.  

4 2 - 5 
+3 Hard as Nails: Ignores first Knock Down result, remains on feet but does take the damage.  

 6 - 12 
+3 Rage: +1d6 on Maneuver and Attack tables when has more than half Bonus Dice remaining.   

3 2 - 7 
-3 Dim: -1 when rolling at the start of the turn to determine who moves first. 

 8 - 12 
-3 Slow Mover:  -1 when rolling at the start of the turn to determine who moves first. 

2 2 - 7 
-6 Slow: -1d6 when rolling on the Maneuver Table. 

 8 - 12 
-6 Slow to React: -1d6 when rolling on the Attack Table. 

1 2 - 12 
-9 Coward: -1 when rolling at the start of the turn to determine who moves first. 

-1d6 when rolling on the Maneuver Table. 

 


